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affirm the existence of the "elect." Brisman's omission is the more odd in that Milton's adherence to the promise of election is exactly the subject of Blake's most explicit criticism—in a poem which celebrates Blake's own "election"! Presumably this is another instance of Blake's misreading in order to reinstate on his own terms. The Blakean, grateful for the insight which explains why all of the action of Milton must be accomplished in a moment, will still wish that Brisman had had Time or Space to handle the associated proposition that the moment comprehends all time; for the specific correlations that Milton in that poem must perceive between the corruptions of history and the corruptions of his own Spectre and Emanation deserve the same close study that has been devoted to Adam's relationship to historical events in Paradise Lost. Brisman admits in his Preface that Blake may seem slighted, and that he deserves a separate study. One hopes that this remark can be read as the promise of such a study to come.

The argument of Milton's Poetry of Choice and Its Romantic Heir is coherent and impressive, but to abstract the argument, as has been done here, is to give a misleading impression of the book itself. Brisman's style is by no means straightforward and expository, but subtle, sensitive, full of allusion and suggestion. This on the one hand has the effect of obscuring the argument; and, on the other, it conveys the quality of experience that the argument asserts to be involved in poetic choice. One is aware, throughout the book, that beyond such issues as the quality of Milton's poetry and of its influence on the Romantics, it is the quality of life itself that is at stake. For a book like this one can only be grateful.


Reviewed by David V. Erdman

This is a book to be taken seriously, read carefully, consulted frequently. It must make an irreversible revision of our understanding of "Bacon & Newton & Locke"; of Urizen and his World; of what Blake meant by systems; of Blake's visionary cosmos. It is an absorbing piece of scholarship to work one's way through, but one needs to summon all one's powers as philosopher, historian of science, and lover of contrariety; also all one's experiences (while reading Blake) of what Ault teaches us to recognize as "the tendency in Blake to project the elements of Newton's calculus as 'process-myth.'" And still one is not done, and one feels that it will take an analytic re-reading (of Ault and Blake, not to say Newton) and much hard work to prepare even a simple classroom lecture on Blake and Newton, or on Blake and scientific imagery. At least these are the thoughts of a not very philosophical non-historian of science faced with the wish to make immediate classroom use of the ideas in Visionary Physics.

Let me start with the problem explored in Chapter 2, "Blake's Visionary Response: Science as System and Metaphor." Descartes and then Newton, in paradigms structured to explain the same phenomena, erected contending world systems. When by the mid eighteenth century the contention was won by Newton's paradigm, all sorts of philosophical problems were dealt with in terms of Newtonian imagery and doctrine. The assumption of the truth of Newton's system gave to the imaginary entities such as "the void," "attractions," and "atoms" postulated as the underlying "realities" of nature, an existence "more real than the observed phenomena they were created to explain" (p. 50). To continue in Ault's words:

"Because Newton's system, and Descartes' before him, submerged such powerful metaphors under a logically consistent structure of reality, it is no accident that Blake, looking at them as a 'visionary,' could appreciate the threat these powerful images posed to the human imagination." What he had to do was appropriate and transform the supposedly "visualizable" concepts of these systems "into images in his poetry to operate symbolically." They there derived a "critical
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aspect from their oblique references to scientific doctrines and positive aspects from their independent operation in the poetry as metaphors. The fact that Blake assimilated such imagery and ideas into his poetry had a profound effect upon the kind of poetry he wrote. At the same time, Blake's powerful intellectual and imaginative independence caused him to transform the materials in such a way as to shed considerable light on the intuitive bases of the scientific doctrines themselves.

That is to say, a study of Blake's use of Newtonian imagery and ideas turns out to be double-edged. It is not simply that with Ault's help we can learn where Blake's (or Los's) comments on the Cartesian system to Newton's system comes from. It is also that Blake's penetrating critique of scientific terms and images, when fully grasped, rescues us all, as his contemporaries, from victimization by Urizenic pseudo-explanations. It is not simply that Blake's "void" and "vortices" and "fluxions of an atom" are borrowed from (or stolen from) Descartes and Newton, but that Blake employs them creatively to clear our minds of the Newtonian within. "Blake even uses such fundamental mathematical terms as center and circumference in ways which would seem paradoxical to the typical eighteenth-century mathematician (and would perhaps be perplexing even to 'occult' readers since Blake also inverts their expectations for the 'mystical' use of center and circumference). . . . rather than using the reader to focus on a closed set of solvable problems which can be explained in terms of a closed set of images, Blake's poetry requires the reader to be constantly shifting his perspective and never to be willing to settle on a finite solution to a problem" (p. 51). For Blake, "progress" through the solution of finite problems is only movement into deeper delusion. "Blake can call as witnesses to this fact the contemporary social conditions which he so vehemently attacked. There is the necessary result of the focus on a scientific paradigm which was taken to solve the central problems of the world" (p. 52).

Identifying the physical structure of Newton's worlds of appearance and reality ironically, Blake exposes them both as unreal "and at the same time makes this structure a mode of redemption" (p. 87). Ault helps us perceive this by taking the perspective of the "Newtonian component of Blake's own consciousness" (p. 4). To recognize such a component in the first place, we must grasp that Newton himself (as literary critics of the Romantic poets have realized) was not content with purely mechanical explanations of nature, even though the great absolutes that are required to keep his system going emerge from analysis as static (like Swedenborg's ultimate equilibrium). Taking this perspective inevitably involves Ault in explications of Blake's myth and, as a final demonstration, of "The Mental Traveller." Many clarifications of terms and allusions reward the reader along the way. To cite a small one: the "rolling of wheels As of swelling seas" in The Book of Urizen (3:29-30) refers "to Newton's reduction of the motions of the tides to the motions of revolving planets (later Blake's 'Starry Wheels')" (p. 99). A large one, in an explanation of Urizen's creating a vortex in Four Zoas 72:

It is significant that between the vortices there is void space, and that Urizen is not happy either when he is in a vortex he has created or in a void space between vortices. For, as soon as he creates a vortex, he finds himself in a Cartesian plenitude in which he cannot obtain a total perspective on the system he has created; and, once outside the vortex he has created, he is in a void which, ironically, is simply a vortex which has 'ceased to operate', for in Newton's void, vortices cannot be sustained. In Descartes' system of vortices, there is no void space because the vortices operate conjunctively and are interconnected; Blake has transformed this image into a cosmology in which vortices can operate independently, but, once set into operation, assume all the characteristics of the Cartesian vortices. Urizen thus moves from the pole of total absorption into the system he has created to the pole of chaotic void, with no principle of restrictive organization, both of which Urizen finds necessary for his emerging Satanic psychology. In unifying the Cartesian system of vortices and the Newtonian void, Blake reveals their Imaginative consistency as polar aspects of the same psychological drive; Urizen can only solve his constant oscillation from vortex to void (that is, to vortex which has ceased to operate) by reintroducing his elaborate measuring instruments 'to measure out the immense & fix The whole into another world more suited to obey His will.' The world he creates is the Newtonian world of necessity . . . yet it is the world of Cartesian 'Vortices'. The context forces Urizen's cosmology to be shakier and his binding to be much more tenuous than in the Second Night, for it is cast in the image of a 'dire Web,' 'as the Web of a Spider . . . Shivering across from Vortex to Vortex drawn out from his mantle of years . . .'. This image is strikingly similar to the illustrations . . . in eighteenth-century editions of Descartes' Principia. Urizen's 'Web,' however, is created to stretch across the void spaces between the vortices, and thus links the Newtonian and Cartesian systems in the extremely negative spider-like web which is the best connection Urizen can make between these logically polar systems, both of which are simultaneously appealing and repelling to him. (pp. 149-50)

This "virtuoso achievement on Blake's part" is matched by "Los's creation of the sun from particles of light in The Book of Los [which] combines opposing optical and cosmological doctrines and imagery into a subtle attack against the imaginative lure of both Newton's and Descartes' systems."

These excerpts will indicate the difficulty of compiling a brief report on Ault's Visionary Physics—and the richness of its particulars. For
some indication of its scope and variety, let me make one more selection of a particular that improves our knowledge of Blake's mental world. In discussions of how the earth would appear if it were an infinite plane, Robert Smith (Compleat System of Opticks, 1738) argues that there is a limit (optical, not mathematical) which is imposed on perception by the physiological nature of the eye, which, he argues, would cause the eye to convert a hypothetical infinite plane into an encircling and enclosing globe. . . . Blake surely would have interpreted such an account as a symptom of complete absorption into a vision of reality in which the globular shape of the eye becomes a symbolic analogue of the restrictions placed on infinity by the nature of the combined Newtonian-Cartesian cosmology. . . . Blake turns Smith's idea inside out: Instead of having the perceiver exclusively create the englobing forms, Blake has the combined Newtonian and Cartesian space, into which the individual enters, exert such physical forces as to transform the individual's perception: once he has passed a vortex, the perceiver sees the infinity 'roll backward behind His path, into a globe itself in folding; like a sun: Or like a moon, or like a universe of starry majesty.' Blake thus collapses the Newtonian idea . . . that the vertex of the cone of perception is in the object with Smith's implicit assumption that the vertex of the cone is in the eye itself and the cone extends outward. (pp. 159-60)

Obviously we can no longer do without mastering Cartesian and Newtonian cosmologies--while fiercely resisting their lure. At least we must absorb their "positives" from this learned account of Blake's Response. Once again a painstaking investigation of some difficult aspect of Blake's work and of his thought rescues us from the temptation to assume that whatever is not clear to our minds was woolly nonsense in Blake's.

P.S.: A friend of mine who is a mathematician has now become my particular friend after reading Ault and discovering, with perturbation and delight, the infernal perspective on his profession.


Reviewed by Thomas L. Minnick

The formal notice of Blake's art has undergone a slow resurrection, though the subject has not yet come fully into health. For a long while the patient was simply dead. Thanks to successive injections like the publication of Gilchrist's life of this pictor ignotus and the Burlington exhibit of 1876, interest turned at least moribund. And slowly but steadily, as the frequency of major exhibitions increased and the number of permanent gallery homes for Blake's art grew, and as the price of Blake works rose to the record paid last summer for Mary Magdalen at the Sepulchre--well, if the patient isn't yet entirely healthy, at least he can afford the best doctors. One positive recent sign is Robert Essick's new collection, The Visionary Hand: Essays for the Study of William Blake's Art and Aesthetics.

Until genius and inspiration work the final miracle, information and reflective understanding are the best treatments, and both of these are in abundance in the fine selection of essays which Essick has now made generally available in his useful book. This is the first anthology of work by various hands on Blake's art, and although the critical notice of this aspect of Blake's work has grown so rapidly that several excellent studies were published even while The Visionary Hand was in press, in many cases readers will find here the most recent statements about many of Blake's pictures and illuminated books. Essick's frequent additions to the original notes are helpful where information has come forward since the first appearance of an essay, and in several instances the authors themselves have reworked and updated their contributions. The variety of subjects and approaches is surprising: virtually every kind of Blake's work is extensively represented, and gaps generally indicate something about the state of scholarship rather than the editor's selectivity. There are twenty-two essays plus six bits reprinted from contemporary sources clearly relevant to Blake--Cumberland on etching on copper, for example, and a cut from the Rees Cyclopaedia article on "Etching."

In general the format is satisfactory. There are 165 illustrations, Blake a-plenty, but
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